Objective: Knowledge acquisition and maintenance in medical domains with a large application domain ontology is a difficult task. To reduce knowledge elicitation costs, semiautomatic learning methods can be used to support the domain specialists. They are usually not only interested in the accuracy of the learned knowledge: the understandability and interpretability of the learned models is of prime importance as well. Then, often simple models are more favorable than complex ones. Methods and Material: We propose diagnostic scores as a promising approach for the representation of simple diagnostic knowledge, and present a method for inductive learning of diagnostic scores. It can be incrementally refined by including background knowledge. We present complexity measures for determining the complexity of the learned scores. Results: We give an evaluation of the presented approach using a case base from the fielded system SONOCONSULT. We further discuss that the user can easily balance between accuracy and complexity of the learned knowledge applying the presented measures. Conclusions: We argue that semi-automatic learning methods can support the domain specialist efficiently when building (diagnostic) knowledge systems from scratch. The presented complexity measures allow for an intuitive assessment of the learned patterns.
Introduction
Constructing and in particular maintaining a knowledge base in medical domains is a difficult task. Additionally, it is often difficult to identify the relevant attributes (input/output) of the system to be built. However, if these objects are already known, then it is still difficult to determine the relations between these attributes and their appropriate strengths. If the degree of connectivity between attribute values and diagnoses is potentially high, then managing the sheer number of relations is a major problem. Pure automatic learning methods are usually not good enough to achieve a quality comparable to manually built knowledge bases. However, they can be used to support the domain specialist. In such semi-automatic scenarios, the understandability and interpretability of the learned models is of prime importance. Ideally, the learning method constructs knowledge in the same representation the human expert favors.
A rather wide spread formalism for medical decision making are diagnostic scores, e.g., [1, 2] . For deriving a concept, a limited number of features is used in a regular and simple to interpret manner, which can be applied even without a computer. In its simplest form, each feature -if observed in a case -individually contributes one point to an account (score), and if the score exceeds a given threshold, the concept is established. Variations concern using several categories instead of one point, acquiring both negative and positive contributions, and utilizing several thresholds to express different degrees, e.g., to differentiate between "possible" and "probable" for deriving a concept.
Diagnostic scores are typically implemented with scoring rules, that add specified points to a diagnosis defined in the rule action. In comparison to general rules, usually scoring rules have no logical combinations in the precondition. Compared to Bayesian networks, scores have much simpler relations and a simpler interpretation of uncertainty. Similar to both, they can be arranged hierarchically, i.e., a concept inferred with a score can be used to infer another concept. Of course, scores can be refined into both formalisms, but are quite expressible in itself. We therefore propose diagnostic scores as a promising approach to support knowledge engineering of medical knowledge systems. Thus starting with automatically learned knowledge, the expert is able to use the learned knowledge as a starting point in constructing a knowledge base, such that the knowledge can be refined, tuned and extended as needed. One measure for the quality of a score is the accuracy of inferring the respective concept. A second important criterion is the complexity of the score, e.g., depending on the number of features used for the score. We present an inductive method for learning diagnostic scores paying special attention to a compromise between both criteria. The method can be refined incrementally using different types of background knowledge, that improve the learned scores.
Our evaluation is based on cases collected by the knowledge-based documentation and consultation system for sonography SONOCONSULT [3] (an advanced and isolated part of HEPATOCONSULT [4] ), built with the diagnostic shell kit D3 [5] . This system is in routine use in the DRK-hospital in Berlin/Köpenick. The cases are detailed descriptions of examination(s), together with the derived diagnoses. Both observations and diagnoses may be ordered hierarchically according to a specialization hierarchy from general to more detailed elements. For example, the diagnoses are structured in a polyhierarchy with coarse concepts of diagnoses in upper levels of the hierarchy and specializations of these concepts in lower levels of the hierarchy. The observations are semantically grouped in classes w.r.t. their appearance during the examination. Due to a standardized data acquisition strategy only necessary observations are collected for the particular cases. This setting yields a high quality of the case base with detailed and usually correct case descriptions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the basic notions of our knowledge representation, diagnostic scores and their properties. In Section 3 we first give essential basic definitions for the general learning task. Then, we describe the method of learning diagnostic scores, and discuss additional knowledge that can be applied. In Section 4 we present complexity measures for diagnostic scores and scoring rules. These complexity measures are used to determine the understandability of the learned knowledge. An evaluation with a realworld case base is given in Section 5. We conclude the paper in Section 6 with a discussion of the presented work, and we show promising directions for future work.
Diagnostic Scores using Scoring Rules
In the following we define necessary notions for the learning task. First, we want to consider the objects that are used as an input of a diagnostic knowledge system.
Definition 1 (Attribute and Attribute Values)
Let Ω A be the universe set of all attributes available in the problem domain. A value v ∈ dom(a) assigned to an attribute a ∈ Ω A is called an attribute value and we call Ω F the set of all possible attribute values (findings) in the given problem domain. An attribute value f ∈ Ω F is denoted by a:v for a ∈ Ω A and v ∈ dom(a). The set F a ⊆ Ω F of possible attribute values for a given attribute a is defined as F a = {f ∈ Ω F | f = a:v ∧ v ∈ dom(a)}. Each attribute value f ∈ Ω F is defined as a possible input of a diagnostic knowledge system.
Other common names for attribute values are findings and observations. A diagnostic system usually comes up with a solution for a given problem. These solutions are defined as diagnoses.
Definition 2 (Diagnosis) Let d be a diagnosis representing a possible output, i.e., a solution, of the diagnostic knowledge system. We define Ω D to be the universe of all possible diagnoses for a given problem domain. A symbolic state dom(d) = {unlikely, probable} is assigned to a diagnosis d ∈ Ω D with respect to a given problem. The value range of a diagnosis d is denoted by dom(d).
A collection of cases is given as an input to the learning system.
Definition 3 (Case)
A case c is defined as a tuple
where F c ⊂ Ω F is a set of attribute values given as input to the case. Often F c is also called the set of observations for the given case. The set D c ⊆ Ω D contains the diagnoses describing the solution of the case c, and I c contains additional (meta-) information describing the case c in more detail. The set of all possible cases for a given problem domain is denoted by Ω C .
For the learning task, we consider a case base CB ⊆ Ω C containing all available cases that have been previously solved.
A simple and intuitive way for representing inferential knowledge is the utilization of diagnostic scores [6, Ch. 3] . Then, simple scoring rules are applied.
Definition 4 (Simple Scoring Rule)
A simple scoring rule r is denoted as follows:
where f ∈ Ω F is an attribute value, and d ∈ Ω D is the targeted diagnosis. For each rule a symbolic confirmation category s ∈ Ω scr is attached with
Let Ω R be the universe of all possible rules for the sets Ω F , Ω D and Ω scr . Then, we call R ⊆ Ω R the rule base containing the inferential knowledge of the problem domain.
Scores are used to represent a qualitative approach for deriving diagnoses with symbolic confirmation categories. These categories state the degree of confirmation or disconfirmation of a particular diagnosis. In this way, a symbolic category s expresses the strength for which the observation of the attribute value f will confirm/disconfirm the diagnosis d. Whereas s ∈ {S 1 , S 2 , S 3 } stand for confirming symbolic categories in ascending order, the categories s ∈ {S -1 , S -2 , S -3 } are ascending categories for disconfirming a diagnosis. A rule with category 0 has no effect on the diagnosis' state, and therefore is usually omitted from the rule base. It is worth noticing that the value range Ω scr of the possible symbolic categories is not fixed. For a more detailed (or coarse) representation of confirmation the value range may be extended (or reduced).
For a given case c ∈ Ω C the final state of each diagnosis d ∈ Ω D is determined by evaluating the available scoring rules r ∈ R targeting d. Thus rules r = f s → d contained in R are activated, if f is observed in case c, i.e., f ∈ F c . The symbolic categories of the activated rules are aggregated by adding the categories in a way, so that four equal categories result in the next higher category (e.g., S 1 + S 1 + S 1 + S 1 = S 2 ), and so that two equal categories with opposite sign nullify (e.g., S 1 + S -1 = 0). For a more detailed or coarse definition of Ω scr the aggregation rules may be adapted. A diagnosis is assumed to be probable (i.e., part of the final solution of the case), if the aggregated score is greater or equal than the symbolic category S 3 . Analogously, a diagnosis is assumed to be unlikely, if the aggregated score is less or equal than the symbolic category S -3 .
Discussion. The presented knowledge representation of diagnostic scores differs from probabilistic models and certainty factors in several ways: Diagnostic scores do not use a probabilistic model for weighting the relations between attribute values and diagnoses, but attach symbolic confirmation categories to these relations. These categories are aggregated by a simple (linear) sum function. Thus, the weighting of scores is not normalized, but the final state of a score is determined using a fixed threshold value. Therefore, we see that diagnostic scores have deficiencies when compared to probabilistic models due to their independence assumption between attribute values. Furthermore, if the strength of a combination of attribute values is disproportionate when compared to the single observation of the attribute values, then the presented knowledge representation is not appropriate, since the particular attribute values can only contribute to a diagnostic score in a linear way. This problem is commonly tackled by introducing an abstracted attribute, for which its values are derived w.r.t. the values of the "combined" attributes. Subsequently, the abstracted attribute is used instead of the combined attributes.
Furthermore, the application of diagnostic scores for building large knowledge systems is still reasonable due to the following aspects: When compared to confirmation categories the elicitation/adaption and interpretation of probabilities is quite difficult for domain specialists that are not familiar with statistics. Estimating and adapting a small number of confirmation categories is often much easier than estimating the difference between two probabilistic values (e.g., p 1 = 0.01 and p 2 = 0.001). Although, diagnostic scores cannot model dependency relations between attribute values, which, e.g. can easily be implemented with Bayesian networks, the effect of this inaccuracy is often negligible when not all dependencies between attributes are known. This is frequently the case in the medical domain.
While diagnostic scores lack a sound probabilistic interpretation they are very suitable for the (simplified) construction and maintenance of diagnostic knowledge systems done by the domain specialists themselves. Due to its wide spread use, the concept of diagnostic scores is often already familiar to the domain experts (e.g., [8] ). Additionally, diagnostic scores are simple to model and very easy to comprehend, and have very intuitive explanation capabilities concerning practical applications. In the past, it has been shown that the performance of a knowledge system mainly depends on the quality of the included knowledge and not on the applied knowledge representation [9] . Related Work. Scoring rules have proved to be useful in large medical knowledge bases, e.g., in the INTERNIST/QMR project [10, 11] . Later, probabilistic aspects of the QMR system were investigated [12] . In the context of the PIT system, Fronhöfer and Schramm [13] investigated the probabilistic aspects of scores. The LEXMED [14] project is a successful application developed with the PIT system. The CA-DIAG [15, 16] systems integrate diagnostic scores in a fuzzy framework also using semi-automatic techniques for knowledge acquisition. In our own work with D3, a workbench for developing knowledge systems, scores have been applied successfully in many (large) projects, e.g., in a geo-ecological application [17] , in medical domains [4] , and technical domains [6] using generalized scores.
Learning Diagnostic Scores
In the following we first discuss diagnostic profiles utilized in the learning method. Then, we briefly discuss necessary data preprocessing steps for the learning task. After that we outline the method for inductive learning of diagnostic scores from cases. Diagnostic profiles describe a compact representation for each diagnosis.
Definition 5 (Diagnostic Profile)
contained in a case base CB is defined as the set of tuples
where f is an attribute value and freq f,d ∈ [0, 1] represents the frequency the attribute value f occurs in conjunction with d in the case base CB . Only attribute values f are stored that occur frequently with the diagnosis d.
Learning Diagnostic Profiles. We construct diagnostic profiles by first learning coarse frequency profiles such that the frequencies of the attribute values are determined according to the given case base. Thus, learning diagnostic profiles entails, that each profile will initially contain all attribute values which occur together with the profile's diagnoses. Therefore, also seldom attribute values occur in the plain profile. However, we want to construct a profile only containing typical attribute values for a given diagnosis. Thus, we apply a statistical pruning method, removing unfrequent attribute values. After that, a diagnostic profile contains at least all relevant attribute values for the specified diagnosis. For a more detailed discussion we refer to [18] .
Basic Algorithm
The basic algorithm for learning diagnostic scores can only handle discrete valued attributes. Therefore, for handling continuous data we will transform continuous attributes into attributes with discrete partitions in a preprocessing step. For some continuous attributes the domain specialist already defined reasonable partitions. In the case that there are predefined partitions available, we use these. Otherwise, we used a k-means clustering method for discretizing attribute values. The value of k is dependent on the number of related diagnoses, the minimal value is 5.
For learning diagnostic scores we first have to identify dependencies between attribute values and diagnoses. In general, all possible combinations between diagnoses and attribute values have to be taken into account. However, to reduce the search space, we first learn diagnostic profiles identifying typical attribute values for a diagnosis. Thus, we restrict the set of important attribute values for a diagnosis using diagnostic profiles.
In summary, we basically apply three steps for learning a diagnostic scoring rule:
(1) Identify a dependency association between an attribute value f ∈ Ω F and a diagnosis d ∈ Ω D (2) Rate this dependency and map it to a symbolic category s ∈ Ω scr (3) Finally, construct a diagnostic rule:
This basic procedure is shown in Algorithm 1, and explained below in more detail.
Algorithm 1 Learning Simple Diagnostic Scores
for all attribute values f ∈ F a do 5:
Construct binary variables D, F for d and f , which measure if d and f occur in cases of the case base CB . 6:
Compute the quasi-probabilistic score qps,
Map the qps-score to a symbolic category s using a conversion 
The frequency counts denoted in the table are defined as follows:
where N (cond ) is the number of times the condition cond is true for cases c ∈ C.
To identify dependencies between attribute values and diagnoses, we apply the χ 2 -test for independence with a certain threshold χ 2 α corresponding to confidence level α. For binary variables the formula for the χ 2 -test simplifies to
We require a certain minimal support threshold for an attribute value f co-occurring with diagnosis d. The default threshold is set to 5, i.e., the attribute value has to occur together with the diagnosis at least five times. Generally, for small sample sizes, we apply the Yates' correction for a more accurate result. For all dependent tuples (F, D) we derive the quality of the dependency using the φ-coefficient
which measures the degree of association between two binary variables. We use it to discover positive or negative dependencies. If the absolute value of φ(F, D) is less than a certain threshold threshold c , i.e., |φ(F, D)| < threshold c , then we do not consider this weak dependency for rule generation. For the remaining dependencies we generate rules described as follows: If φ(F, D) < 0, then we obtain a negative association between the two variables, and we will generate a rule f For determining the exact symbolic confirmation category of the remaining rules r = f → d, we utilize two measures used in diagnosis: precision and the false alarm rate (FAR), which is also known as the false positive rate, or 1 − specificity.
The precision of a rule r is defined as
whereas the false alarm rate FAR for a rule r is defined as
The symbols T P, T N, F P denote the number of true positives, true negatives, and false positives, respectively. These can easily be extracted from the contingency table. For a positive dependency between attribute value f and diagnosis d, T P = a, T N = d and F P = b. For a negative dependency the situation is different, since we try to predict the absence of the diagnosis, so T P = b, T N = c and F P = a.
To score the dependency, we first compute a quasi probabilistic score (qps) which we then map to a symbolic category. The numeric qps score for a rule r is computed as follows
We achieve a trade-off between the accuracy of the diagnostic scoring rule to predict a disease measured against all predictions and the proportion of false predictions. It is worth noting, that often the true positive rate (TPR) -which is also known as recall/sensitivity -is used in combination with the FAR as a measure of accuracy. However, this is mostly applicable to standard rules, that usually contain more complex rule conditions than scoring rules applied in diagnostic scores. Since a diagnostic score is a combination of several diagnostic scoring rules, which support each other in establishing a diagnosis, their accuracy needs to be assessed on localized regions of the diagnosis space. So, precision is more suggestive, since it does not take the entire diagnosis space into account, but it measures only the accuracy of the localized prediction. To ease interpretability of the discovered knowledge, we restrict the mapping process to only six different symbolic confirmation categories, three positive and three negative ones.
The qps-scores are mapped to the symbolic categories according to the following conversion table:
qps(r) category(r) qps(r) category(r)
We accept the loss of information to increase the understandability and to facilitate a user-friendly adaptation of the learned diagnostic scores.
Including Background Knowledge
The presented algorithm can be augmented with background knowledge in order to achieve better learning results. We introduce abnormality information and knowledge about partition classes as appropriate background knowledge.
Abnormality Information. Sometimes abnormality information about attribute values may be available. Then, each value v of an attribute a is attached with a label that explains, if v is describing a normal or an abnormal state of the attribute. For example, consider the attribute temperature with the value range dom(temperature) = {normal, marginal, high, very high} .
The values normal and marginal denote normal values of the attribute, and the values high and very high describe abnormal states of the attribute. We will use these abnormalities, for further reducing the size of the generated rule base. Let r = a:v s → d be a given scoring rule. If s ∈ Ω scr denotes a positive category and v is a normal value of attribute a, then we do not create rule r, since attribute values describing normal behavior usually should not increase the confirmation of a diagnosis. Furthermore, if s denotes a negative category and v is an abnormal value of attribute a, then we likewise do not create rule r, because an abnormal attribute value usually should not decrease the confirmation of a diagnosis, but increase the confirmation of other diagnoses.
Partition Class Knowledge.
As a second type of background knowledge the expert can provide partition class knowledge describing how to divide the set of diagnoses and attributes into partially disjunctive subsets, i.e., partitions. These subsets correspond to certain problem areas of the application domain. For example, in the medical domain of sonography, we have subsets corresponding to problem areas like liver, pancreas, kidney, stomach and intestine. This knowledge is especially useful when diagnosing multiple faults. Since a case may contain multiple solutions, attributes occurring with several diagnoses will be contained in several diagnostic profiles. We reduce noise and irrelevant dependencies by pruning such discovered dependencies f → d, for which f and d are not in the same partition class.
Post-Processing
To reduce the number of generated rules and to make them more comprehensible, we merge rules for discretized continuous attributes. We combine rules covering neighboring discretized partitions of attributes into one rule, if they have equal symbolic categories. This does not result in a loss of accuracy, because the rule base is not changed semantically, but only tightened syntactically.
Pruning the Learned Scores. For making the learned scores even more compact, an optional pruning method can be applied. This reduces the number of learned scoring rules even further, and thus increases the understandability of the learned scores. The pruning approach is a heuristic, which can be applied by the user to simplify the learned scores even more. We apply the following three steps for pruning a score: The score of a particular diagnosis is first divided into different sets of scoring rules according to the symbolic confirmation category s(r) of a rule r. We define a set of positive scoring rules P SR = {r | s(r) ∈ {S 3 , S 2 , S 1 }}, and a set of negative scoring rules N SR = {r | s(r) ∈ {S -3 , S -2 , S -1 }}.
• If there are no positive rules, i.e., P SR = ∅ but only negative rules, i.e., N SR = ∅, then we remove all rules in N SR. This is motivated by the fact that knowledge concerning a score is obviously more helpful, if the diagnosis of the score can be established. If only rules with negative categories are available, then this still can be useful information for the user. However, if the goal is to find compact and simple scores, then the rules can be pruned.
• Suppose we can extract a set of rules contained in P SR that cannot categorically establish a diagnosis together, i.e., all rules with a confirmation category s(r) ∈ {S 1 , S 2 }. Then this subset can be pruned as well. In this respect the user has to balance the loss of information vs. the increase of understandability.
• Considering the minimum confirmation category min s of a rule in P SR, i.e., min s = min{s = s(r) | r ∈ P SR} we can remove the negative rules of N SR if they cannot deestablish the diagnosis of the score together given only min s . This heuristic is motivated by the fact that the negative score will not change anything concerning classification, if removed. However, the user has to consider the loss of information as well, since adjusting the confirmation categories of the removed negative scores may improve the score.
In Section 5 the significance and impact of the presented pruning methods are shown in comparison to the plain learning method.
Discussion
In this section we presented a semi-automatic method for learning diagnostic scores.
In such a semi-automatic process the user can guide the learning method by adapting the following parameters:
• With the number of different confirmation categories the user controls the granularity of the learned knowledge. A smaller number of different categories may simplify the interpretation of the learned scores, but may decrease its accuracy.
• Using threshold c for the φ-coefficient we determine the strengths of the dependencies which are taken into account for the generation of scoring rules, e.g., if
threshold c is set to a higher value, then only stronger dependencies are considered.
• Background knowledge: The application of abnormality knowledge or partition class knowledge can be used to potentially reduce the score size without a significant decrease of accuracy.
Additionally, an optional pruning step can be performed in order to reduce the number of generated rules. No further parameters are necessary for this step.
Complexity Measures for Diagnostic Scores
The presented method describes an approach for semi-automatically learning diagnostic scores consisting of scoring rules. In contrast to classical machine learning approaches the method is not only interested in the accuracy of the resulting scores, but also emphasizes the understandability of the learned rules. Understandability, unexpectedness, actionability, surprisingness, validity and simplicity measured on rules, or patterns in general, are several interestingness measures used in data mining research [19, 20] . Validity is most often measured, and together with the simplicity it can be regarded as an objective measure. We will focus on these in our evaluation, for which we will assess the accuracy, corresponding to validity, and the complexity corresponding to the simplicity measure.
The understandability of the learned scores is typically defined by its complexity which can be measured with respect to the learned scoring rules in the rule base R ⊆ Ω R . If the learned rules have a low complexity, then it is easier for the expert/user to understand the rules. In general, a score is considered to be the more complex, the more attribute values it contains. This directly corresponds to the number of learned rules per diagnosis. An overall impression of the complexity of the learned scores is given by the total number of learned rules. Furthermore, as a global complexity measure we count the total number of attribute values used in scoring rules of the rule base. Usually a moderate number of attribute values is considered more comprehensible than a huge number of attribute values.
It is obvious, that it is difficult to determine the complexity of a rule base by only one complexity measure, since there are several issues influencing the complexity. We consider the following issues and define corresponding complexity functions applied on scoring rule bases:
APPLIED ATTRIBUTE VALUES: Number of attribute values occurring in the rules of the rule base; the rule base is much simpler to survey, if fewer attribute values are used for describing the scores. The value of this measure is influenced by the pruning parameters specified for the learning method.
RULE BASE SIZE: Overall number of learned scoring rules; obviously the number of scoring rules is a direct measure for the complexity of the learned knowledge. However, for a more detailed analysis of the rule base complexity the applied classes of confirmation categories should be considered. Thus, the interpretation of scoring rules categorically establishing or excluding a diagnosis, i.e., S 3 , S -3 , is very simple, when compared to scoring rules with less certain confirmation categories, e.g., S 1 , S -1 . Therefore, it is suggestive to define a weighting function w for confirmation categories. In the context of our work we defined w(s) = 1 for s ∈ {S 3 , S -3 }, and w(s) = 2 otherwise. Thus, we define a category s ∈ Ω scr \ {S 3 , S -3 } to be as double complex as the certain categories S 3 , S -3 . In summary, the measure RULE BASE SIZE is simply defined by the count of the rules contained in the rule base. A more refined measure RULE BASE SIZE for a rule base R ⊆ Ω R is defined as follows
MEAN RULES: Mean number of rules for scoring a single diagnosis; obviously, less rules for scoring a diagnosis are much simpler to understand than more rules. This measure directly depends on the RULE BASE SIZE. Likewise, it can be measured using the weighted categories or directly measuring the count of rules. CATEGORY RANGE: Number of different confirmation categories applied in the rule base, i.e., |Ω scr |; a small universe of possible confirmation categories allows for a simpler distinction between the single categories. This measure is predefined by the settings of the learning method, i.e., we specify the universe of categories beforehand. SCORE CATEGORIES: Mean number of different confirmation categories applied for scoring a single diagnosis. A smaller number of distinct categories allows for a much simpler interpretation of the diagnosis score, since confirmation strengths of the attribute values contributing to a score are less distributed. This measure is indirectly dependent on the CATEGORY RANGE measure described above.
We apply the presented complexity measures in the next section when evaluating the learned diagnostic scores.
Related Work. Favoring simple rules is in line with a classic principle of inductive learning methods called Ockham's Razor [21] . Existing interestingness measures applying this principle generate compact rules [22] , for example, which takes the number of rules, the number of conditions in a rule, and the classification accuracy of a rule into account. A general measure discussed by [20] takes the size of the disjuncts of a rule into account. Due to the fact that we only consider simple scoring rules not containing disjuncts, this measure is not applicable to diagnostic scores. We purely concentrate on the syntactic elements contained in the rule base R. Instead of combining several aspects in an interestingness measure, we determine the complexity measure and accuracy measure separately.
Evaluation
We evaluated the introduced learning method with a case base collected by the fielded knowledge system SONOCONSULT. We first describe the properties of the case base, and then discuss the F-measure used in the context of the evaluation. Finally, we present and discuss the results of the evaluation.
Properties of the Case Base
We evaluated the methods with cases taken from a medical application, which is currently in routine use. The applied SONOCONSULT case base contains 1340 cases, with a mean of diagnoses M d = 4.32 ± 2.79 and a mean of relevant attribute values M f = 76.89 ± 20.59 per case.
SONOCONSULT is a knowledge-based documentation and consultation system for sonography, an advanced and isolated part of HEPATOCONSULT [4] , developed and maintained by the domain specialists using the shell-kit D3 [5] . The quality of the derived diagnoses usually is very good as checked by experts in a medical evaluation, cf. [3] . In Figure 1 the data of a case acquired with SONOCONSULT is shown (in german).
Evaluating Accuracy in Multiple Fault Problems
For the evaluation of the experiments we adopted the commonly used F-measure known from information extraction theory which is appropriate for comparing solutions with multiple faults. For the correct solution D 1 and an inferred solution D 2 the F-measure is defined as follows (
where β denotes a constant weight for the precision, and
We used β = 1 in the context of our experiments. 
Experimental Results and Discussion
For the evaluation we applied a stratified 10-fold cross-validation method. We performed several experiments to determine the impact of including background knowledge into the learning process, and also to measure the significance of pruning on the learned scores. The significance and impact was measured using the accuracy and the understandability of the learned knowledge, evaluated by the complexity measures.
We present the results of three experiments. For experiment E0 we applied no background knowledge at all. To show how the application of knowledge improves the results, we used both partition class knowledge and abnormality knowledge for experiment E1. Then, for experiment E2 we applied the pruning methods, in addition to using the same knowledge as for experiment E1.
We created several sets of scores depending on the parameter threshold c , which describes the correlation threshold used in the learning algorithm Two criteriaaccuracy and complexity -as outlined in Section 4 were used to define the quality of the scores. Additionally, it is easy to see that an increasing threshold c suppresses the creation of rules with uncertain confirmation categories, i.e., categories that do not establish a diagnosis categorically. Therefore, the complexity of the learned knowledge is decreased while its understandability is increased using higher thresholds with a lower number of uncertain rules.
In summary, applying background knowledge significantly reduces the number of learned scoring rules by removing irrelevant and noisy attribute values from the generated rule set. Obviously, pruning the profiles decreases the number of learned scoring rules even further without reducing the accuracy. For experiment E0.5 (with threshold c = 0.6) we obtain 8.46 ± 3.71 rules per diagnosis (MR). A comparable value is given for MR in experiment E1.1 (with threshold c = 0.2), but an increased accuracy. Likewise, for experiment E2.1 (with threshold c = 0.2) we have 3.6 ± 4.05 rules per diagnosis. Comparable values for experiments E1.4 and E1.3 (with threshold c = 0.5 or threshold c = 0.4) obtain worse accuracies. Thus, the experiments show that the background knowledge did not help to increase the accuracy of the learned rule base but helped to improve its understandability.
In practice, the user does not need to choose between the extreme positions of learning complex scores with a high accuracy and a set of simple scores with a lower accuracy. Instead, he is able to balance these two criteria and to find an appropriate trade-off dependent on the specific application domain. In this particular experiment the domain specialist may choose the bases of E0.4, E1.1, and E2.1 in order to obtain a comprehensible sized score for each diagnosis (about 5-10 rules for each score) and a reasonable accuracy of the entire rule base. Of course, the expert needs to choose a suitable value of the maximum number of rules contained in a diagnostic score depending on the application.
In our experience, a semi-automatic learning method for diagnostic scores is a promising direction for the initial construction of a knowledge base. However, so far the quality of the learned knowledge is still not comparable to a knowledge base that was manually built from scratch.
Conclusions
We presented a method for learning simple scoring rules applied for diagnostic tasks. Scoring rules are appealing because of their simplicity and practical relevance in medical decision making. The presented work investigates methods for learning small and simple sets of rules with an acceptable quality concerning the diagnostic accuracy. Background knowledge, like abnormalities for attribute values further helped to reduce the size of the rule base, without significantly decreasing the accuracy. The evaluation of the methods was implemented using a stratified 10-cross validation applying 1340 cases from a real-life medical application.
The proposed learning method is primarily intended to support the domain specialists when building a diagnostic knowledge system from scratch. Then, a set of simple diagnostic scores defining the knowledge base can be learned, if a sufficient number of cases is available for the application domain. The learning method focuses on the understandability of the learned patterns in order to allow for a simple manual adaptation done by the domain specialist.
In the future, we are planning to improve the presented work by considering subgroups for score extraction, which can focus the scores on significant subspaces of the diagnoses' space. Furthermore, scores can be refined and simplified by aggregating attribute values into sub-concepts by learning sub-scores first, and using these sub-scores in combination with other attribute values for the final scores. Also, we want to consider combinations of related attribute values in the scoring rule construction step. Another promising approach is the automatic adaptation of thresholds for scores. In addition, we plan to integrate the complexity measures into general interestingness measures. We expect such ideas to be a good start for significantly improving the combination of accuracy and complexity of the scores.
